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a b s t r a c t

Corporations in the extractive industries often state their commitment to ‘‘corporate social responsi-

bility’’ principles, but their actual implementation of these principles, particularly in developing

countries, is questionable. This contradiction between rhetoric and reality is attributable to the fact

that these companies have not fully integrated CSR into their business models. This can been seen in

assessments of projects’ costs and benefits, project and technology selection, respect for community

consent, and performance incentive structures. The Marlin gold mine in Guatemala provides a concrete

example of these sharp contradictions between stated CSR commitments and actual performance.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction and background

Although oil and mining companies have in recent years
increased their public rhetoric on Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR), the degree to which they actually implement CSR princi-
ples in their on-the-ground operations is questionable, particu-
larly in developing countries. Around the world, oil and mining
operations continue to be the focal point of community concerns,
protests and in some cases outright opposition (Omeje, 2005;
Hilson and Yakovleva, 2007; Bush, 2009; Horowitz, 2010). Why is
this still happening if most extractive industries companies are
genuinely committed to ‘‘doing the right thing’’ on social, envir-
onmental and economic issues, as their rhetoric would indicate?
In this article I will argue that the answer is that companies have
not fully integrated CSR (as it is variously defined) into their
business models. It remains largely window dressing that serves a
strategic purpose of mollifying public concerns about the inher-
ently destructive nature of extractive industries operations. In the
realm of public relations, CSR exists rather than serving as a core
component of a company’s business operations. This situation is
ll rights reserved.
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particularly apparent in (although not exclusive to) developing
countries where government oversight of extractive industries
operations is weak or nonexistent. In these contexts, extractive
industries companies effectively have carte blanche to publicly
voice commitment to CSR while flagrantly violating CSR princi-
ples in practice. I will examine some examples of this gap
between the public relations and business-based approaches to
CSR, and conclude by recommending some specific steps that
companies could take to make CSR more a part of their core
business operations.

There is no standard definition for CSR in the extractive sector.
Companies generally use the term (or related ones such as
‘‘sustainability’’) to refer to commitments to respect environmen-
tal and human rights standards. Providing benefits to local
communities also tends to be a key part of (particularly in recent
years) extractive industries companies’ definitions of CSR. Many
companies now produce annual CSR or ‘‘sustainability’’ reports
that highlight these benefits and steps taken to protect the
environment. A statement found on the website of Newmont
Mining, the world’s second largest gold-mining company, is
typical of many such stated commitments in the extractive
industries sector:

Newmont’s vision is to be the most valued and respected
mining company through industry leading performance.
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Key to achieving that vision is our ability to make a lasting and
positive contribution toward sustainable development
through environmental stewardship, social responsibility,
and the protection of the health and well-being of our people
(Newmont Mining Corporation, 2010).

Industry associations like the International Council on Mining
and Metals and the International Petroleum Industry Environ-
mental Conservation Association have also done extensive work
to define CSR elements for their respective industries. Multilateral
institutions like the International Finance Corporation, the private
sector arm of the World Bank, have an array of CSR-related
performance standards that they expect their corporate clients
to uphold. A collection of private banks, including Citigroup,
Barclays and the Royal Bank of Scotland, that provide capital to
extractive industries companies have adopted most of IFC’s
standards in an initiative known as the ‘‘Equator Principles’’
(Equator Principles, 2010).

Likewise, global CSR initiatives relating to extractive industries
have emerged in recent years. Most notable among these are the
Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights (Voluntary
Principles, 2010), in which oil and mining companies commit to
human rights standards for their security operations, and the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative, 2010), in which companies agree to
voluntary disclose their payments to national governments. Parti-
cipation in, or support for the principles of, the Voluntary
Principles and the EITI have become important touchstones
in the extractive sector for demonstrating corporate support for
CSR (Hilson and Maconachie, 2009; Kostad and Wiig, 2009;
Haufler, 2010).

Additionally, a number of organizations, law firms and con-
sultancies have emerged to advise extractive industries corpora-
tions on CSR issues. Among these is Business for Social
Responsibility, which works in a range of corporate sectors, and
has been involved in a number of high-profile extractive projects
in recent years (Business for Social Responsibility, 2010). Several
large international NGOs, such as Pact, CARE and Conservation
International, receive funding from major extractive companies to
implement community development or environmental protection
projects around oil and mining operations. Companies cite such
projects as evidence of their commitment to CSR.

Thus, what could be called the CSR ‘‘rhetorical infrastructure’’
in the extractive sectors is vast and well-established. In part, this
reflects companies’ public relations strategies. It costs companies
little or nothing to voice support for CSR principles, and doing so
can reap tangible benefits, such as access to capital (via multi-
lateral or bilateral lending institutions or banks that endorse The
Equator Principles). This also reflects pressure from community
groups and NGOs who have successfully tarnished the public
image of extractive companies and pressured companies to
improve social and environmental performance.

The array of corporate CSR rhetoric, multilateral initiatives,
and partnerships, however, has failed to allay real and in some
cases growing concerns and opposition to extractive activity in
developing countries. In recent years, local communities in Latin
America, Africa and Asia have protested and in some cases
opposed outright EI operations. Some protests have been met
with violent suppression by police and security forces as in
Guatemala, Peru, Nigeria and Indonesia (Haarstad and Floysand,
2007; Bebbington et al., 2008; Obi, 2010). Of course, not all of the
concerns and opposition to extractive activity are directly attri-
butable to specific activities of extractive companies. Some
grievances are deep-rooted and have historical or cultural origins
that pre-date the entrance of extractive activity into a community
(Idemudia, 2007). Nevertheless, the existence of these conflicts
and opposition despite of the extensive rhetorical commitment to
CSR by extractive companies (arguably the most extensive of any
corporate sector) does present a paradox. Why has the CSR
rhetoric not contributed to a marked reduction in conflict around
extractive industries? Why do companies not get more credit for
these commitments from affected communities? The explanation
lies in the nature of large-scale resource extraction itself, and the
degree to which corporations move beyond CSR rhetoric towards
actual integration of CSR into their ways of operating.
The nature of the business

The industrial-scale extraction of natural resources generates
significant social and environmental impacts (Oxfam America and
Earthworks, 2004; Extractive Industries Review, 2003). It is
simply not possible to construct massive open-pit mining opera-
tions or build thousands of miles of pipeline without causing
disturbances. These can be controlled but never eliminated
entirely. Moreover, oil and mining companies often state that
they do not have a choice where they operate, but have to go
where the oil or minerals are. This means sometimes operating in
socially and environmentally sensitive areas. Espousing CSR in
this context becomes in a sense a protection against the inherent
nature of the business. True, companies argue, we cause impacts,
but we support CSR and therefore we can be trusted to respon-
sibly manage the destructive and disruptive aspects of our
operations. A contradiction thus exists between commitments
to operate responsibly and the actual mechanics of how the
industry currently functions. Displacing a community of thou-
sands of people in order to dig a massive pit in a pristine
mountain or rainforest area, and piling up 300 meter-high
mountains of waste rock that will inevitably begin to leach
sulfuric acid into groundwater used by local communities will
never be seen as socially responsible by some observers. In
developing countries, these impacts (and concerns about them)
can be even greater given governments’ limited capacity and
political will to effectively regulate extractive operations.

There is an inherent tension between the nature of industrial
resource extraction and commitments to CSR—a tension that
local communities in resource extraction areas can sense intui-
tively. For it to become a meaningful framework for facilitating
improved social and environmental performance in the sector,
corporations need to begin incorporating CSR principles into their
business model in a more holistic way than they do now. Some
specific areas in which this should happen are discussed below.

Honest assessment of costs and benefits

As discussed above, extractive operations in any form generate
impacts in a range of social, environmental and economic areas.
They can also provide benefits to countries and communities
through generation of revenues and employment. Unfortunately,
however, companies often downplay (or ignore entirely) the costs
to communities of their operations, while exaggerating (implicitly
or explicitly) the benefits EI projects are likely to bring. This is
particularly evident in environmental impact assessments (EIAs)
prepared for extractive projects. Multiple independent evalua-
tions of EI sector EIAs have found serious deficiencies in the
information that they provide (Moran, 2004; Kuipers and Maest,
2006; Salazar Tirado and Powers, 2006). Key issues like potential
for water contamination are not assessed with sufficient metho-
dological rigor. Other issues like long-term clean-up costs are
sometimes not discussed at all. The core of the problem with such
studies lies in the conflict of interests of the entity that prepares
the EIA, usually a for-profit environmental consulting firm.
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The consultants have a financial incentive to tell clients what they
want to hear on environmental issues in order to (1) expedite the
advancement of the project (and thus avoid costly delays) and
(2) secure further contracts with other companies in the profit-
able extractive industries sector. An overly burdensome EIA could
sully the consultancy’s reputation in the industry, which would
be inclined to work with more agreeable consultants.

Inaccuracies are also common in assessments of social benefits
in the extractive sector. Companies often promise direct and
indirect employment benefits that fail to materialize. Perhaps
more commonly, local communities expect to receive benefits that
do not appear. This may not necessarily be because of company
promises, but can arise when companies do not communicate
explicitly about the benefits their operations cannot generate.
Companies have an incentive for local communities to have such
expectations. Thinking that they will receive benefits helps make
the communities more favorably disposed to the company’s
presence. This helps to facilitate the advancement of the opera-
tion and can create a reservoir of goodwill within the community
when problems arise. Moreover, proactively communicating to
help communities set more realistic expectations can be difficult
and risky for companies.

An effective CSR-based business model in the extractive sector
would address these issues by incorporating greater intellectual
honesty into the assessment of a project’s costs and benefits for
local communities. Social and environmental impact assessments
should be prepared by independent and qualified technical
experts who do not have a vested financial interest in the
outcome. Companies should proactively communicate with
potentially affected communities about the social benefits that
its operations can and cannot deliver. Companies should keep the
promises they make to communities, and regularly report pub-
licly on progress made on these commitments. Adopting this kind
of an approach to cost-benefit assessments would require a major
shift in the degree to which extractive industries companies seek
to control information about their operations. Doing so, however,
is central to building CSR principles, of which informational
integrity is surely one, into extractive industries operations.

Project and technology selection

Companies operating in the extractive sector often state that
they want their operations to be not only economically profitable,
but also to provide tangible benefits to communities and the
environment. While this rhetorical commitment is positive, it is
unclear to what extent social and environmental considerations
can outweigh profitability in corporate decision-making. Would a
company forgo a profitable project if it believed the project would
not bring sufficient benefit to local communities? At this stage of
CSR’s development in the extractive sector, it seems unlikely that
social benefit would trump corporate profitability in a decision to
proceed with a project. Yet, if CSR is to become the fundamental
business model in the extractive sector, social sustainability must
rise to a coequal level of importance with profitability.

A commitment to true social sustainability would have sig-
nificant implications for extractive industries companies’ project
selection. Two issues in particular would need to be fundamen-
tally rethought: (1) resettlement, and (2) operating in conflict
areas. Resettlement of communities is one of the most difficult
social issues companies face. Rarely – if ever – do resettlements of
more than a few hundred people occur without complaints or
protests from communities. Even more problematic, resettle-
ments rarely create long-term sustainable benefits for commu-
nities, whose people can find themselves worse off than before
the resettlement (Dowling, 2002; Szablowski, 2002; Hilson et al.,
2007). This happens despite the de facto global standard for
resettlement, which states that communities should be better off,
or at least as well off, than they were prior to the resettlement
(International Finance Corporation, 2006; International
Accountability Project, 2010). Given the difficulty of carrying
out sustainable resettlements, avoiding projects that require them
would be an important manifestation of a CSR-based business
model in the extractive sector.

Operating in conflict areas is also a situation fraught with
potential to contribute to serious harm to the long-term social
sustainability of communities. Company activities may directly or
indirectly contribute to violence and human rights violations.
Whatever benefit a company’s presence might bring in such
situations is outweighed by the potential to do serious harm.
Colombia and Democratic Republic of Congo are two recent
examples in which extractive industries corporations have been
directly implicated in conflict and human rights violations
(Business and Human Rights, 2010; Human Rights Watch,
2005). True social responsibility means at a minimum doing no
harm. Operating in conflict areas makes respecting this principle
extremely difficult and suggests that such operations should be
avoided.

The kind of technology used to carry out resource extraction
also becomes a critical consideration in a CSR-based business
model. There is perhaps no more glaring contradiction between
stated commitments to CSR in the extractive sector and compa-
nies’ continued use in developing countries of destructive tech-
nologies such as gas flaring in oil operations and ocean and river-
dumping of mine wastes. Companies continue to use such
practices in Nigeria, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea despite
their serious environmental impact because they are cost-effec-
tive and are not legally barred from doing so as they would be in
most developed countries. If we are to take company CSR
commitments seriously, they must commit to not using these
kinds of destructive technologies and to ensuring that they avoid
double standards between how they operate in developed vs.
developing countries. Undoubtedly, avoiding such technologies
would increase costs to companies in some situations and render
some projects economically unviable, potentially surrendering
them to competitors with lower CSR standards, such as Indian
or Chinese firms. These kinds of tradeoffs, however, are a
necessary component of a true commitment to sustainability
and social responsibility.

Respecting community consent

Companies often refer to the need to obtain a ‘‘social license to
operate’’ for their operations. Though variously defined, the term
is generally taken to mean that companies want to ensure that
communities accept their presence. The current broad acceptance
of this term in the extractive sector is a positive and hard-won
recent development. In part, it reflects the self-interests of
extractive industries companies, for whom the business case for
social license has become increasingly compelling (Herz et al.,
2007). Companies have faced growing threats to the viability of
their operations from organized community resistance, which in
some cases has forced a suspension or outright abandonment of
operations. Such situations represent significant costs to
companies.

The rhetorical shift on community acceptance of extractive
operations is indeed positive. Less positive, however, have been
the actual implementation of the commitment and the acceptance
of a more formal legal and policy structure for protecting the right
of communities to grant or withhold their consent to extractive
projects. Companies continue to resist the right of indigenous
peoples to ‘‘free, prior and informed consent’’ to extractive
industries development as established in international law,
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including the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
For many companies, recognizing the right of prior consent is
tantamount to extending veto power to communities over extrac-
tive projects. Companies maintain this position even as indigenous
organizations, UN experts and others state clearly that recognizing
consent is not equivalent to a veto (Anaya, 2010).

Community consent is a critical issue – perhaps the most critical
– for the adoption of a truly CSR-based business model in the
extractive sector. Companies need to move beyond vague commit-
ments to ‘‘social license’’ and adopt the more clearly defined
principle of free, prior and informed consent. At its core, the
principle represents a commitment by companies to engage in good
faith from the beginning of its relationship with a local community
and to listen (and act on) community concerns. It is also an attempt
to level the power differential between extractive companies and
local communities and to build a sustainable and mutually bene-
ficial relationship. Projects that do not have the consent of local
communities will not be sustainable and no amount of additional
‘‘CSR’’ programming (community development programs, etc.) will
be able to overcome the lack of acceptance and trust.

Create greater incentives and accountability for CSR performance

In extractive industries companies, top managers are still
largely compensated based on economic rather than CSR perfor-
mance. Thus the incentive structure for ensuring that companies
comply with CSR commitments remains weak. Corporate social
responsibility is too often viewed as an ‘‘add on’’ to the core
business and thus not seen as a top priority for managers.
Similarly, there is often little accountability for CSR failures. If
something goes wrong with a company’s social or environmental
performance, it is unlikely that senior managers will be held
accountable. In one of the most comprehensive recent reviews of
an extractive industries company’s CSR practices, independent
reviewers of Newmont’s CSR practices noted ‘‘a consistent lack of
accountability’’ within the company for the company’s commu-
nity relations objectives (Smith and Feldman, 2009).

If extractive industries companies are to adopt a CSR-based
business model, they need to begin compensating managers
based on measurable performance in CSR-related areas on an
equal basis with economic performance. Likewise, accountability
for CSR issues should go to the CEO, who must see CSR as a central
part of his management of the corporation. Companies should
‘‘embed’’ CSR into a project design and assessment from the very
beginning and establish performance indicators for the project’s
mangers based on CSR indicators.

Companies can do more to ‘‘market’’ the value of their CSR
commitments to stock analysts who are often skeptical or even
hostile towards CSR, which they see as a distraction from core
business issues and hence a drag on profitability. Companies can
argue more strongly the business case for CSR and demonstrate how
it can help a company’s bottom line. Similarly, companies that are
firmly committed to CSR can market themselves more aggressively
versus less committed companies, thus positioning themselves as
the ‘‘company of choice’’ for communities and responsible investors.
This could be particularly effective for Western firms vis-�a-vis
Chinese and other nonwestern companies, which typically do not
have the same level of commitment o CSR principles.

Industry peer pressure

Within the oil and mining industries, there are significant
differences in companies’ abilities to comply with CSR principles.
In general, larger companies have greater resources and expertise
to address CSR issues. They often have entire divisions devoted to
social and environmental issues. Smaller companies lack these
resources and often lack experience in dealing with problematic
social concerns. Smaller companies also often have a shorter time
horizon for carrying out their activities, and thus have less time to
devote to addressing CSR issues, such as community consultation.

Although the CSR track records of major oil and mining compa-
nies are far from perfect, smaller companies have perpetuated many
of the most egregious transgressions against CSR principles in recent
years. This is particularly true in the mining sector, where compa-
nies have sought to force projects forward despite widespread
community opposition (Tambogrande, Peru), had massive waste
containment failures (Baia Mare, Romania) and repeated spills of
toxic chemicals (Bogoso, Ghana). Major companies with stated
commitments to CSR could address this by exerting some industry
‘‘peer pressure’’ over these companies to improve their standards
and operations. Industry associations could provide training or
resources to smaller companies to improve their CSR performance.
Most importantly, ‘‘responsible’’ majors could commit themselves to
not investing in projects from junior companies if they have not
followed CSR standards in developing the projects. Majors should
not benefit from the ‘‘dirty work’’ done by juniors. This is simply in
the best business interests of the majors, who could avoid entering
situations in which problems have already been caused by the
juniors’ irresponsible activities.

This ‘‘peer pressure’’ approach to the juniors would constitute
a significant shift in business practices for the major oil and
mining companies, whose business model is currently based on
outsourcing much of the early-stage project development costs to
the junior companies. Nevertheless, it is a critical step for
ensuring consistency across the industry on CSR issues. It can
also help to create a more enabling environment for CSR imple-
mentation by the major companies, which can focus on imple-
menting their CSR standards rather than having to fix problems
created by a junior company. The Canadian government, through
its ‘‘Building the Canadian Advantage’’ initiative, has begun to
take steps to address this problem (Coumans, 2010).
A study of contradiction: the case of the Marlin Mine,
Guatemala

There are numerous examples of large-scale extractive pro-
jects in developing countries that reveal this contradiction
between stated CSR commitments and actual performance on
the ground. One particularly stark example is the Marlin gold-
mining project in western Guatemala operated by Canadian
company Goldcorp. The problems and history of the project have
been well-documented (Fuller et al., 2008) and are worth exam-
ining in some detail.

The Marlin mine is located in Guatemala’s western highlands
and began operations in 2005. The area is populated largely by
indigenous people and was one of the hardest hit by Guatemala’s
brutal civil war that lasted for 36 years until peace accords were
signed in 1996. Widespread atrocities were committed against
the indigenous population throughout the war, which have been
amply documented by a national truth commission (Comision de
Esclaracimiento Historico, 1999).

Marlin was Guatemala’s first major new investment in the
mining sector, following liberalization of foreign investment
regulations and reform of the country’s mining law. The project
was initially supported by an US$45 million loan from the
International Finance Corporation (IFC) to Glamis Gold, the
original project operator, in 2004.

From the beginning, the IFC and Glamis (which was purchased
by Goldcorp in 2006) claimed that the project would be a model
of responsible operations and would contribute significantly to
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local community development. Similarly, the IFC also touted the
development benefits of the project, emphasizing the creation of
jobs and other benefits to community, even going so far as to state
that ‘‘the responsible extraction of mineral resources is one of the
few ways that local indigenous people can hope to break the cycle
of poverty’’ (International Finance Corporation, 2006).

Serious problems emerged before the project commenced
operation and have continued since that time. In June 2004, prior
to the IFC’s decision to support the project, a Guatemalan
indigenous peoples organization and NGOs sent a letter to the
IFC arguing that the project had not adequately consulted with
indigenous groups as required by the International Labor Organi-
zation’s Convention 169 on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, of
which Guatemala is a signatory (Vogt, 2004). In December 2004,
community members blockaded a highway to prevent transpor-
tation of mining equipment to the site. The blockade lasted 40
days until it was violently broken up by police, resulting in the
deaths of two people.

The problems continued. In March 2005, an off-duty mine
security guard shot and killed a local transportation contractor.
The company denied responsibility for the incident since the worker
was off-duty at the time. The perpetrator of the killing was not
apprehended or punished (On Common Ground, 2010, p. 173).

During mid-2005, in response to a formal complaint filed by
community members, the IFC’s internal ombudsman conducted a
review of IFC’s compliance with its own social and environmental
safeguard policies in the preparation of the project. The report noted
serious shortcomings in the IFC’s implementation of its policies.

More recently, in mid-2010, several international organiza-
tions and institutions published critical reviews of the mine’s
human rights and environmental performance (Basu and Hu,
2010; E-Tech International, 2010). Concerns about environmental
damage caused by the mine have contributed to the tensions and
conflict around the project. Most notably, the International Labor
Organization and the Interamerican Commission on Human
Rights called on the Guatemalan Government to suspend opera-
tions at the mine until the human rights concerns of local
indigenous communities (including contamination of local water
sources) could be addressed (International Labour Organization,
2010; Interamerican Commission on Human Rights, 2010).

Goldcorp, however, dismissed the Interamerican Commission’s
call for a suspension of operations as based on allegations that
were ‘‘entirely without merit’’ and stated that the company has
‘‘continued to operate Marlin to the highest standards, with an
abiding commitment to the responsible stewardship of the
environment and to the human rights of the people in commu-
nities near Marlin’’ (Goldcorp, 2010).

Throughout the period of conflict and controversy at the mine,
Glamis and Goldcorp continued to publicly tout their commitments
to CSR, including their commitments to international human rights
and environmental standards. Goldcorp produces an annual ‘‘sus-
tainability report’’ and accompanying glossy ‘‘CSR fact sheet’’ that
describe the company’s CSR practices and benefits it provides to
local communities without any acknowledgement of social or
environmental problems (see Goldcorp, 2009). But a shareholder-
requested independent human rights review of Marlin published in
2010 highlighted the apparent contradiction between Goldcorp’s
public commitment to international CSR standards and its formal
adoption of those standards into company policies:

ya pattern appears whereby [Goldcorp] ‘‘implements’’ inter-
national standards at the mine without formal adoption. This
limits Board of Directors accountability and oversight, and
avoids the requirements for external auditing that come with
formal adoption of international standards. (On Common
Ground, 2010, p. 214).
The Marlin project thus provides a clear example of strong
public statements by an EI company in support of CSR (indeed the
company devotes an entire section of its website to ‘‘corporate
responsibility’’) contrasted with on the ground problems and
criticism from highly credible external bodies that seem to belie
the stated commitment to CSR.

The Marlin project also illustrates several of the key reform areas
described above. For example, it is fair to ask whether, if contribut-
ing to community development had been a rationale coequal with
profitability for developing the project, the project would have
moved forward at all given its location in a heavily indigenous
post-conflict area. Developing the project in this area was almost
guaranteed to cause conflict and community dissention, given the
area’s history of violence. It is worth noting that the development
rationale of the project was sharply questioned when the project
was presented to IFC’s board for approval in 2004.

It is also clear that the company did not accurately portray the
long-term costs of the project to local communities. For example,
the company’s original EIA did not consider in a meaningful way
long-term clean-up costs, which can run into the billions of
dollars (E-Tech International, 2010, p. 72). Similarly, by not lining
its waste impoundment facility with a synthetic liner, the com-
pany is also using an outmoded technology that would not be
permitted in the US or other developed countries. Such a flagrant
violation of basic industry best practice in environmental man-
agement again casts doubt on the company’s commitment to CSR.

Finally, various studies, including one by a socially responsible
investment research service, have found that the company did not
consult adequately with indigenous population before it began
operations (Asociacion de Investigacion y Estudios Sociales, 2010;
Sustainalytics, 2010). This is a particularly egregious violation of
not only CSR best practice but also international law. The poor
quality of the consultations with the affected communities
undoubtedly has influenced the relationship between the com-
pany and communities ever since and would significantly under-
mine whatever other claims the company may make to upholding
CSR principles at the project.

Ultimately, the Marlin case highlights not only the failures of
the company involved to uphold CSR principles, but also that of
the Guatemalan Government to hold the company accountable.
The government has the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that
the company respects human rights and environmental stan-
dards. In this sense, the experience at Marlin has been like that of
many other large-scale extractive projects in developing countries
in which governments simply lack the capacity, resources and at
times political will to enforce these standards. Addressing these
deficiencies in government oversight is a critical part of ensuring
better social and environmental performance by companies—

whatever their commitments to CSR may be.
Conclusion

The Guatemala case above provides examples of the ‘‘rhetoric
vs. reality’’ contradictions around CSR that are all too common in
the extractive industries sector. This is particularly true in devel-
oping countries, although it is also evident in developed countries,
as BP’s recent disaster in the Gulf of Mexico amply demonstrated.
The conflict and tension that the Marlin project has generated
also help to demonstrate why it is important that these contra-
dictions be reduced and that there be less disconnect between
companies’ stated commitment to CSR and their actually perfor-
mance. Doing so will be exceedingly difficult and will require a
major rethinking of corporations’ business models.

But these kinds of changes are not impossible. There are
examples, although few, in which extractive industries companies
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do enjoy relatively harmonious relations with affected commu-
nities. One such case is the Tintaya mining project in Peru, in
which the mining company committed itself to a truly participa-
tory and respectful process of dialog to resolve long-standing
community concerns (De Echave et al., 2005). This has contrib-
uted to the community’s support for the project and relatively
little conflict, unlike many other extractive projects in that
country (Slack, 2009).

Systemic change is never easy. The extractive sector will be
under intense pressure from investors, governments and other
interested parties to continue business as usual. However, if these
industries are to remain viable as they face increased public
scrutiny in an era of growing natural resource scarcity, they will
have no choice but to implement in a more rigorous and
operational way their rhetorical commitment to CSR.
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